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How did the CURES come about?
What are their goals?
Who are we?

How can I contact the CURES?
What activities have we carried out in the last year?
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CURES: Fundación y Objetivos

The Users Committee of the RES (CURES) was founded in feb. 2010 to:
- Provide the RES users with a body that warrants their representationdue to the relevance of this national research facility.
- Give advice and feedback to the managers of the RES. Help themunderstand the users point of view.
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CURES: Fundación y Objetivos

The Users Committee of the RES (CURES) was founded in feb. 2010 to:
- Provide the RES users with a body that warrants their representationdue to the relevance of this national research facility.
- Give advice and feedback to the managers of the RES. Help themunderstand the users point of view.
- Promote the effective and efficient use of RES supercomputingresources by:

- Sharing information and exchange previous experience amongusers on the use of the RES.
- Suggesting new directions, both in terms of research and futuretechnologies.
- Providing a channel for possible concerns, comments andsuggestions about its operation in order to improve its resourcesand services
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CURES: Rules

The CURES established its operating standards in 2010.
It is a flexible body, to which no rules are imposed, and which evolvesaccording to needs.
The latest regulation dates from 2015, and it prescribes how thepresident and vice president of CURES will maintain their position forone year. The vice president will replace the president.

Find the rules@ the RESintranet:
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CURES: Election & duration of the membership

Proposal of candidates by the outgoing CURES team.

The duration of the CURES membership is 2 years.
Yearly renovation of 50% of the members.

Expert candidates in different areas and geographicallydistributed.

The first Committee was made up of experienced users of the RES
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CURES: Current members

PhysicsMaría José Caturla (Universitat d’Alacant)Javier Junquera (Universidad de Cantabria)

Chemistry of Biological SystemsConcepción González Bello (Universidade de Santiago de Compostela)
Biomedicine & Life SciencesJean Didier Marechal (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
Astronomy, Space & Earcht SciencesMiguel Ángel Aloy (Universitat de València) – CURES ChairElena Khomenko (Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias)

One or two researchers per tematic area of the RES.All must be researchers and RES users

Engineering and MathematicsFrancisco Javier Salvador (Universitat Politècnica de València)
Solid State ChemistryMercedes Boronat (Intituto de Tecnología Química UPV-CSIC)José Javier Plata (Universidad de Sevilla)
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CURES: Nueva composición (futuro próximo)

Área de FísicaMaría José Caturla (Universidad de Alicante)

Área de Química de SólidosJosé Javier Plata (Universidad de Sevilla)Mercedes Boronat (Instituto de Tecnología Química, Valencia)
Área de Biomedicina y Ciencias de la VidaAntoni Planas (Universitat Ramon Llull)

Área de Astronomía, Espacio y Ciencias de la TierraMiguel Ángel Aloy (Universitat de València)Elena Khomenko (Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias)

Todos investigadores y usuarios de los recursos de la RES

Química de sistemas biológicosConcepción González-Bello (Universidade de Santiago)

Área de Matemáticas e IngenieríaRaul Payri (Universitat Politécnica de València)
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CURES: satisfaction surveys
RES & CURES conduct a survey every 2 years to users.

Survey results (available on the web) between 2012 and 2020:
Year 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Participation 12% 14% 21% 16% 18%
Satisfaction 50% 55% 69% 72% 92%

Contact with CURES 9% 8% 11%
Unawareness of CURES 26% 13% 30% 24% 12%

Proposals for improvement that affect more than three users:• Improvements for the resource request application (e.g. automatic filling, inclusion of figures, PDFs do not allow cut-&-paste, etc.).• Revision process (rating and scores of the evaluated proposals, more feedback from referees, technical report also when the project is notaccepted, ways to improve the application, etc.).• Extension of the length of the periods.
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CURES: Contact and query

After login with the user credentials at www.bsc.es/res

http://www.bsc.es/res
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CURES: Documents
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CURES: Contact

This method of direct contact allows our personalized responses that the CURESprovides after having discussed and, if necessary, met.
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CURES: Mailbox

Contacts during 2022
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CURES: Example
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CURES: Example of a topic dealt (10/12/19)

Number of requests per year to the RES.• Proposal arisen at the 13th RES Users Conference (and cyclically demanded to theCURES): Reduce from 3 (4 months) to 2 (6 months) the yearly calls.• Potential benefits:• More time for proposal evaluation and reply to referees.• Smaller temporal/professional cost in the proposal preparation.
• Decision of CURES:• The RES provides time to undertake “activities” rather than “projects”.• If a proposal is not accepted, it can be resubmitted again in 4 months, instead of in6.• Rises the pressure on the referees.• Would approach us the PRACE scheme, but PRACE offers Tier 0 resources, whilethe RES offers Tier 1.• Recommendations to RES:1. Remind users that in case of a clear and well-motivated objection by anapplicant, avoid sending future proposals of the applicant to the sameevaluators (something that is already done now).2. In case of discrepancy between 2 evaluators, the coordinator seeks anopinion among the evaluators of the area.3. Conduct a survey among users on the subject.
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CURES: Example of a topic dealt (26/10/21)

Including feedback on the relative position of the submitted proposals.• Proposal arisen from the Users Satisfaction Survey 2019-2020 and supported by theCURES in their yearly report.
• Technical RES team provides a draft on how the mechanism can be implemented.
• CURES discusses the draft and makes proposals for improving the clarity of theranking scheme.
• As a result, we have now a relative ranking proposal that informs users about theirresult.
• Basically, the proposals are split into 4 groups:

• Top Group: proposal ranked in the (TOP 15%) group of this call and has beenfully allocated. Any allocation reduction may be due to low usage of resources inthe preceding activity.
• Intermediate Group: proposal ranked in the (TOP 15%-30%) group of this call,where reductions may be applied due to limitation of resources.
• Low Group: proposal ranked in the (TOP 30-80%) group of this call, whereresources are not secured due to the oversubscription of the call.
• Bottom Group: proposal ranked in the lowest priority group (bottom 20%) of thiscall, where available resources have been completely exhausted.
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CURES: ¿Qué trataremos en la próxima reunion?

(Octubre 2020)

1. Nueva división en 6 áreas en lugar de las 4 previas.• La discusión surge como resultado de la queja de un usuario:
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CURES: Information about us

The resource request form informs about the existence ofthe CURES.
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Contact us at

http://www.bsc.es/res or http://www.res.es

Thanks for your attention

http://www.res.es/
http://www.bsc.es/res

